Luxury mood
by

Renats Kotlevs,
Designer and
Founder

Renats is pashioned
about mid century period
architecture and design.
With a background
and training involving
wood and steel, Renats
designs furniture with
a clear aim for the final
product and he always
hand selects best materials
for every project. He
experiments with different
materials and structures to
create bold designs.
“I’ve been in love with craft
and design since I remember
myself. Constantly playing
with different materials and

making things as I grew
up, I always knew that I
wanted to create products
that matters and can be
of use. I am passionate
about finding ways to work
with my hands. Design
has always been my first
love and I continue to
practice with mediums
such as wood, metal and
painting. I’m a firm believer
in the power of a strong
concept with an unexpected
execution and with these
beliefs in mind, I challenge
myself to explore with every
project.”

Renats Kotlevs earns the
prominent Silver A’ Design
Award 2017 and 2018
and the European Product
Design Award 2017

We are obsessed with finding the finest natural materials and turning
them into beautiful and sustainable, yet functional furniture
For your home, office, restaurant or hotel

Kanttari creates an
unmistakable style, which
becomes more recognizable
all over the world as a fresh
aesthetic. With this strong
brand DNA, Kanttari constantly
launches new products and
collections, which will allways
be an evolution of innovative,
beautiful, and high-quality
design, respecting the heritage
of handwork.

Craftsmanship at Kanttari is
a deeply embedded cultural
point of pride. Craftsmanship
traditions, heritage techniques,
hard-earned skills are among
most important quality
secrets of luxury furniture.
Our workshop incorporates
the finest traditions of
handcraftsmanship with
a number of advanced
woodworking technologies.

It’s this unique integration
of technology and tradition,
combined with a relentless
attention to detail, and a
superior design that are ahead
of everything else to create
a unique tailored furniture.
Naturally, there are no limits in
materials, technique, scale or
style.
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Credenza
Royal Mauritius
In this sideboard functionality and design come

SIZE / cm

inside, and great lines on the outside. Crafted from

W120×D40×H92

together as one in a piece with plenty of storage

W100×D40×H92

rich ebony wood with an ultra smooth durable gloss

W140×D40×H92

copper legs, Royal Mauritius Credenza comes with

COLOR

two interior shelves behind doors. This unique eye-

Brass legs

your living space or any other room.

MATERIALS

finish, accented with hand polished solid brass or

five soft close drawers featured with metal pulls, and
catching sideboard brings the beauty of luxury to

Ebony is a dense black hardwood, finely-textured

Copper legs

FEATURES

Finish: body
optional- high gloss
or matte
Legs optional:
polished, satin or
brushed

5 soft close drawers
Made to order

Ebony veneer
Solid wood

and has a very smooth finish when polished, making
it valuable as an ornamental wood. Ebony is prized
for its luxuriant, multi-colored wood grain.
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Bar Cabinet
EDEN
SIZE / cm

W80×D70×H180
FEATURES

Other finishes and
dimensions are
available.

Crafted with utmost attention to detail, this bar cabinet is a unique piece of
functional decor. A magnificent addition to a modern home, where it will
be eye-catching and functional at the same time.

This two-door drink cabinet beautifully crafted by the finest Kanttari

artisans, rests on a wooden structure in satin brass finish. Ideal for storing

bottles and glassware, the cabinet features a well-organized space with 2

glass shelves and mirrored backing, 4 soft velvet drawers, interior lighting,
glass holders and a fridge. The enlightened, broken shaped gap between
the both doors add drama and sophistication.
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SOFA
Inspired by the classic Chesterfield, the

SIZE / cm

living room uplift thanks to its block shape,

L200×W90×H90

modern KANTTARI Sofa provides a stylish

soft velvet upholstery and copper accents.
Metallic buttons add the finishing touch to

the upholstery, echoed in a bright and bold
copper band along the foot of the piece.

L160×W90×H90

FEATURES

Finish: body
optional- high gloss
or matte
Legs optional:
polished, satin or
brushed

5 soft close drawers
Made to order

This generous sofa is flawlessly made by
our craftsmen, using years of skills and

knowledge to produce the impeccable
design.

Available in any configuration and with
a range of fabric upholstery, the sofa

represents glamourous elegance and fits in
any versatile interior.
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W160×D60×H45

Coffee table Amazon

W250×D100×H75

With red painted inlays in wood, this table with red

STYLE

coffee table or dining table. Each piece is carefully

Dining table

attention paid to variation and the final appearance

FEATURES

which is a brave addition to contemporary interior

SIZE / cm

W180×D70×H45

Coffe table

Materials:
Reclaimed oak, metal

metal legs is unique and bold. It can be made as a
hand-selected to ensure great looking tops with
of each individual piece. A modern piece of art
design.

Finish: epoxy resin

Variations: coffee table
or dining table
Made to order
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Modern live edge
dining table SARMA
This modern live edge dining table is handmade

from old, reclaimed oak and solid wood with a fine
copper inlay on top and finished with 3 coats of

clear epoxy resin. This table with super high gloss

finish is seated on trapezium legs coated with fine
copper.

Winner of the Silver A’ Design Award in Furniture,

Decorative Items and Homeware Design Category
by the International Design Academy.

Winner of the European Product Design Award in
Home Interior Products Category

FEATURES

Made to order

Made from trees that are harvested sustainably
with respect for the forest environment

No two boards will ever be the same, as
differences are always apparent in grain structure,
knots and shades – this natural beauty makes this
solid wood item unique.
Eventually, the copper on tables legs will age and
its colour will become darker. It gives a sense of
real life to this furniture

SIZE / cm

L120×W100×H75
L140×W100×H75
L160×W100×H75
L180×W100×H75
L200×W100×H75
L240×W100×H75

Materials:
Solid oak, Solid
wood with copper
inlay

Legs: birch/oak and
varnished copper
Finish: epoxy resin
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Coffee table Beetle
This luxury coffee table combines rich

SIZE / cm

oiled finish is wonderfully smooth to the

W100×D100×H45

chunky wood with bright copper legs. The

W90×D90×H45

touch and looks fantastic. A copper inlay

W110×D110×H45

is carefully embedded in an old oak.This
table fits in a modern or creative urban
interior and reminds its user that when

FEATURES

Material: oak, solid
copper
Finish: stained and
oiled
Made to order

Light assembly
required

nature is interacting with technology, it

results in an individual design approach.
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Live edge coffee
table ANTRA
SIZE / cm

W146×D65×H45

Request custom size

FEATURES

Materials: oak/ Legs solid satin brass
Finish: stained and
oiled

With modern brass legs and brass injection
in wood, this unique piece of artwork

is almost invaluable! The oiled finish is
wonderfully smooth to the touch and

Weight around 50kg

looks fantastic. Brass can be replaced with

Light assembly
required

changed. Let`s make your table unique

Made to order

any other metal, even wood tone can be
and special!
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SIZE / cm

W90×D90×H45

Coffee table Organ

FEATURES

This luxury coffee table Organ combines rich

Material:
old wood (oak or ash),
solid copper, plated
copper
Finish: stained and
oiled
Made to order

Light assembly required

wood with bright copper legs. The oiled finish
is wonderfully smooth to the touch and looks

fantastic. A copper inlay is carefully embedded in

an old wood.This table fits in a modern or creative
urban interior and reminds its user that when

nature is interacting with technology, it results in an
individual design approach.
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Dining Table SARMA SLIM
An oustanding dining table that defines your beautiful family gatherings.

This modern live edge dining table is handmade from precious wood cut
only 13mm thin,

strengthened with a metal plate between the surface and the bottom,
and complimented with a fine copper inlay and finished with 3 coats

of clear epoxy resin. This table with super high gloss finish is seated on
geometrically broken copper plated legs.
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Sideboard
Hundertwasser
100 H2O
The “100 H20” Sideboard was inspired by the famous
architect Hundertwasser, the opponent of “a straight
line”. The title “100 H20” is after Hundertwasser
(hundred water- from German). The “100 H20”
Sideboard has plenty of details that reveal the

SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H70
W120×D40×H70
W140×D40×H70

craftsmanship involved in its production. The visible,

MATERIAL

after day. The drawers are asymmetric in a range of

Ash veneer

featured with different shaped handles. Spider style

bronze and brass

expertly crafted details are a pleasure to behold, day

Solid wood

metal varieties, such as copper, brass and bronze,

solid copper

FEATURES

Four Soft close
drawer glides.
Copper, bronze and
brass drawers
One Soft close door
Reversible legs

Finish:
body stained and
varnished
Made to order

legs add surreal feeling. The drawers slide effortlessly
and close softly. With aim of delivering exceptional
modern and contemporary furniture design, this
sideboard is a very unique product.
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Cupboard Solano
Marble
The Sideboard Solano Marble is a modern

SIZE / cm

essentials for your next dinner party. Its

W120×D30×H92

silverware and flatware, and an open

W100×D40×H92

Featuring an exclusive marble top, rich

W140×D40×H92

cabinet, perfect for organizing and storing

W100×D30×H92

features include five drawers for storing

W140×D30×H92

compartment/shelf for display or storage.

W120×D40×H92

black matte finish and hand brushed brass

or copper drawer fronts, this contemporary
piece is a lovely addition to any home.

FEATURES

Materials:
wood, marble, copper or
brass
Metal powder coated
legs

5 push to open drawers
Drawer fronts optional:
brass or copper

Open compartment/shelf
for storage or display
Assembly Required: No
Made to order
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SIZE / cm

W200×D40×H60

Credenza SOLITAIRE

FEATURES

The definition of rich furniture design, this beautiful

A range of bespoke
options available
to fully match your
requirements

sideboard is handmade with high-gloss black

panels. Luxurious brass pieces bring detail to its

base and are referenced by the addition of brass
geometrical motifs between drawers. The seven
drawer design, which is completed with soft-

closing mechanism and with velvet inside, boasts
generous storage capacity. Keep your interior

clutter-free by using it to store everything from fine
dinnerware to precious jewelry.
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Sideboard Soleil
Made from ash veneer with steel legs,

SIZE / cm

finish is stained and varnished, and it is

W120×D30×H50

fantastic. Sideboard Soleil is beautifully

W110×D40×H50

copper, bronze and brass drawers. The

W100×D30×H50

wonderfully smooth to the touch and looks

W140×D30×H50

crafted and designed with you in mind. It
features 6 soft close drawers with metal
decors. You will enjoy all the space that

our sideboard has to offer, but what you

will enjoy the most is the modern style. If

you looking for an amazing piece to add to
your home, this is it.

W120×D40×H50
W140×D40×H50

FEATURES

Dimensions:
W100cm x D30cm x
H92cm

Materials: Ash
veneer/ Legs (steel),
copper, bronze and
brass drawers
6 Soft close drawer
glides. Copper,
bronze and brass
drawers.

Finish: body stained
and varnished
Made to order
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SIZE / cm

W100×D30×H90
W120×D30×H90
W140×D30×H90
STYLE

Brown
Black

Black+copper
drawer

FEATURES

Materials:
wood veneer, solid
wood, solid copper
3 Soft close drawer
glides

Hallway console
Apriori
Available in a curated selection of

fashionable finishes, this elegant console
table is crafted of solid wood, supported

Shelves: 1

by elegant legs. A wide lower shelf is

Made to order

reads, while 3 drawers with eye-catching

Assembly: NO

ideal for displaying a row of your favorite
copper pulls offer convenient storage for

small items. Rounding out the design, the

expansive top surface has enough space to
display potted plants, framed photos, and
a stylish lamp.
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W120×D50×H82

Sideboard RAMONA

W140×D50×H82

The sideboard itself is a perfectly decent

W160×D50×H82

with stain, citrus oil & beeswax with two doors and

FEATURES

the soft close system and rustic metal handles, the

SIZE / cm

W130×D50×H82
W150×D50×H82

Materials: Ash veneer/
Legs (steel)
Direct print on wood
(any print design and
color possible)
Finish: body stained
and varnished

midcentury-inspired piece, ash veneer body tinted
flexible storage space within, two drawers with

whole supported on four metal legs. But what lifts
this to the next level is the graphic front, which

explores the tradition of intersections between

furniture design and the graphic arts. The result is
unusual and quiet as well as bold and playful.

2 doors, 2 drawers /Soft
close mechanism
Made to order
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Sideboard HELG
SIZE / cm

W100×D40×H110
W120×D40×H110
W140×D40×H110
W160×D40×H110
W180×D40×H110

FEATURES

Dimensions:
Starting from W100 x
D40 x H110 cm

Materials:
oak veneer, plywood,
solid satin brass,
400-500 brass screws
Finish:
body stained and
varnished
Made to order

Extravagant and fabulous, the sideboard

is a stylish addition to the room. The solid
oak sideboard has a unique look due to
its brass covered back which gives this

furniture an extra role in the room- it can be
used to split the room into two zones. With

six storage drawers and two shelves behind
doors for optimum space, this unique

furniture piece rests on top of four solid

brass legs and is supplemented with eight
different solid brass handles. Combining

luxury design with brilliant craftsmanship,
this is a timeless furniture creation.
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Side table Bo
This handcrafted wood stump exhibits its unique rustic

character and it is a perfect side table for any contemporary

living space. Use it to hold a glass of wine as you snuggle up
by the fire or place candles on it to create a cozy ambience!

Group a pair of them in different heights for a modern coffee
table look or use them separately as bedside tables.

Made from reclaimed wood, copper plate and 140 copper

FEATURES

Dimensions:
Diameter 25–35cm

Materials:
Ash/Oak/Pine stump,
copper/brass, rivets
and screws
Finish: Oiled

Made to order

rivets, each stump table is one of a kind, no two tables are
alike.
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SIZE / cm

L160×W90×H90
L200×W90×H90

Coffee Table ODEON
With modern and glamorous elements, this coffee
table sets a sleek and chic touch in your living

room layout. Crafted with a round base finished

in gold, this piece features a clear glass top with a

golden inlay. The perfect combination of high end
design and exquisite materials makes this coffee

table the ideal choice for any contemporary living
room, hotel lounge or hallway.
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Floor Lamp
MARBLE
This floor lamp will update your home

with its modern and eye-catching design.

Featuring green marble, solid brass and a
metallic green steel shade, this fixture will
accommodate a variety of decor styles.
Each lamp is handcrafted from quality
materials to provide the best lighting
options to meet all your needs.

SIZE / cm

W50×D50×H170
FEATURES

Material:
solid wood, solid brass,
green marble, steel
Finish:
danish oil, bees wax

Weight: 20kg + plus
packaging

The lamp comes with
on/off clicker and
250cm wire(black)!
Light bulb not
included.

Light bulb:
E26 for North America,
E27 for Europe
Assembly:
assembly required
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Floor Lamp Sombre
The unmistakably modern duo of black and
copper makes an understated appearance
in any interior. Floor Lamp Sombre is

a luxurious décor and combines best

elements of modern and mid-century styles
together in one piece.

The tripod lamp shade includes steel

with copper leafs and casing to shield an
E26 or E27 Bulb, while sturdy thick solid

wood legs with solid copper hold lamp up
and display it beautifully. Makes a unique

accent piece and adds intimate elegance
to any room that needs that extra touch.

SIZE / cm

W64×D64×H168
FEATURES

Material: solid wood, solid
copper, copper leaf, steel
Weight: 10kg + plus
packaging

The lamp comes with on/
off clicker and 250cm
wire(black)! Light bulb not
included.
Light bulb: E26 for North
America, E27 for Europe
Assembly: assembly
required
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Floor Lamp SLIM
Makes a unique accent piece and adds

romantic elegance to any room that needs
that extra touch. Enjoy a relaxing evening

and light up the room quality accent pieces
that are sure to leave a lasting impression.
The large-scale tripod lamp includes a

shade of steel with copper leafs and casing
to shield an E26 or E27 Bulb, while slim

steel legs with solid copper hold lamp up

and display it beautifully. The unmistakably

modern duo of black and copper makes an
understated appearance in any interior.

SIZE / cm

W60×D60×H170
FEATURES

Material: solid wood, solid
copper, copper leaf, steel

Finish: danish oil, bees wax
Weight:
11kg + plus packaging

The lamp comes with on/
off clicker and 250cm
wire(black)! Light bulb not
included.
Light bulb: E26 for North
America, E27 for Europe
Assembly: assembly
required
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Floor Lamp Oak
This eye-catching floor lamp will bring new
breeze to your modern decor. Each lamp
is handcrafted from quality materials to

provide the best lighting options to meet
all your needs. With powder-coated steel

finish and a solid brass and solid oak base,
this lamp is both stylish and trendy.

SIZE / cm

W50×D50×H170
FEATURES

Material: solid oak, solid
brass, steel
Weight: 20kg + plus
packaging

The lamp comes with on/
off clicker and 250cm
wire(black)! Light bulb not
included.
Light bulb: E26 for North
America, E27 for Europe
Assembly: assembly
required
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Floor lamp Cube
This eye-catching floor lamp will add a

shimmer of brilliance to any living space.
Combining a classic matte black finish
and copper accents, you will find no

better way to highlight the charm of your
home. Featuring metal steel shade with

copper leafs, solid wood and solid copper,
this fixture will tastefully indulge your

extravagant side. Each lamp is handcrafted
from quality materials to provide the best
lighting options to meet all your needs.

SIZE / cm

W50×D50×H170
FEATURES

Material: solid wood, solid
copper, copper leaf, steel
Finish: stained and
varnished

Weight:
12kg + plus packaging

The lamp comes with on/
off clicker and 250cm
wire(black)! Light bulb not
included
Light bulb: E26 for North
America, E27 for Europe
Assembly: assembly
required
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METALS&
FINISHES

Copper

Brass

Bronze

vertical
brushed

Crosswise
brushed

leaf
brushed

orbi

polished

special
brushed

vertical
brushed

Crosswise
brushed

leaf
brushed

orbi

polished

special
brushed

vertical
brushed

Crosswise
brushed

green
patina

green
patina

Stainless
steel
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WOOD
Solid
or
veneers

oak

ash

ebony

wood
root

walnut

Epoxy
resin
finish

Lacquer colors (Any RAL code color)
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Bespoke
furniture design

We design, hand-craft and deliver
tailor made furniture for an outstanding
interior projects. We work with architects,
designers and consultants and directly
for contractors and end-users.
We supply private homes, villas, offices,
restaurants and hotels.
We work in partnership with our
customers, collaborating with them to
understand their precise needs. Every
project is with an individual approach.
We deliver a unique combination of
original materials and a custom made
design for each project.

We can produce bespoke furniture to
your exact specification. You tell us
what you want and we can design and
hand-craft it for you – furniture and
more in a wide range of materials such
as solid wood, metal, marble, glass and
many more.
Visit our web page: www.kanttari.com,
call us: (+371) 26371551 or
send us an e-mail: info@kanttari.com
and let us help you to create a unique
design project.
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